
STUDENT FEEDBACK FORM 2020-21
Commerce Department, LSR

The questions involve numeral rankings with the numbers representing the following:
1 - Strongly Disagree 
2 - Disagree 
3 - Neither Agree nor Disagree 
4 - Agree 
5 - Strongly Agree 

We sent the form to 3 batches, and received answers from the respective batch in this
number:
Batch of 2021 = 12
Batch of 2022 = 31
Batch of 2023 = 37

FEEDBACK SECTION













Suggestions, if any (with a word limit of 250 words)4 responses
Colleges should reopen... It has become difficult many students to manage classes from their
homes specially the ones who are from rural areas.
- Kindly provide us access to college library. It's been 1.5 years since we got admission, but still
we keep getting one or the other reason. - Would be great if college provides us with some sort of
valid id by which we can show as proof to any third party when required. Other DU colleges
provide it's students with an official student mail id as well as ID cards which were sent by courier
to students house. - Please see if something can be done to accommodate more students in the
college hostels. (Consider expanding the infrastructure)
_
Batch of 2021 should get a chance to experience offline farewell

SELF REFLECTIVE FORM 

In case, you are not regular, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words: 11 responses
Classes are not interactive and are partial towards the brighter students. Teachers don’t make
classes interesting enough to attend. Teachers name and pin point students for answering out of
the blue inducing anxiety and students often leave classes to avoid the anxiety.



I am preparing for competitive exams so I have to attend some classes for the same
simultaneously.
I don’t like online classes. Please reopen college.
There is not enough motivation to attend the classes. At the end we know attendance isnt being
counted and we can study on our own for the tests/ assignments. Moreover some people keep
on speaking in the class all the time even when its not required which gets really irritating and
you just wanna exit the class after that. Teachers might feel that those 4-5 people are adding
value to the class but others might just get annoyed.
Because I am preparing for CA
-
It's hard to concentrate, and due to lack of enthusiasm from students side its non-participative. It
doesn't feel like a class and it's hard to learn or grasp anything.
 
Sometimes there used to power cuts and data issues, other time parents needed my help at
home during classes.
At times long hours of classes drain energy and exhaust me. Plus the breaks are really small,
there’s no time to have lunch or rest for a while in between
Self study works better for me.
Caught up with internship work

In case, you don’t participate much, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words:4
responses

-
Barely any interaction brought up in class, even by the teachers. Very intimidating for introverts or
shy kids to participate in class. Too many kids in a class that the teachers only respond to the
brighter always interactive kids.
Same as above.



In case, you don’t approach, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words: 4 responses

Very difficult and intimidating for students like me who are introverted to reach out when they
aren’t too good at texting and making friends in the college.
Usually whenever I face any difficulty or doubts in academics or any other problem, I try to solve
it myself or with the help of my friends or family. I approach my teachers only if I am unable to
overcome the issue even after speaking with family or friends.
-
We get enough tutes for doubt clearing so academically its sorted but on a personal note, it hard
to connect with people online. Everyone say talk when you wish to but i do not think anyone's
willing to listen. We often communicate our issue but as our teachers are also bound by
university's decisions, there is no real use of sharing our issues, as no solution can be reached.



In case, you don’t ask, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words:4 responses

Not required. Assignments are usually straightforward
-
I feel like I won’t be given one, plus it feels odd asking for one.
Most of our internal assessments were test based . So i knew where i went wrong in my answers
and i didn't ask for feedback



In case, you don’t participate, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words: 0 responses
No responses yet for this question.

In case, you don’t, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words:1 response

-



In case, you don’t, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words:3 responses

-
I am planning to see opportunities in research from my 4th semester
Not available

In case, you don’t, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words: 16 responses

Because we are not aware of the procedure to use it.
I don’t have access to it
I am unaware as how to access the same .
Dont even have the login credentials
Because we do not have the access to it. Waiting to get access since 1.5 years!
there is no access.
It is not accessible
I am not aware of the schedule how can I get access to it



Online college library services is not at all provided to my batch of commerce department. We
dont have any access or user IDs to such library.
-
The services aren't accessible to us. Despite a lot of reminders, there is some communication
gap that our request of even NList is not yet heard. And for offline college library, we are not
allowed entry in college and not permitted to use college library despite numerous request.
I don’t have the library card.
College hasnt provided nlist facility yet. I do not stay in delhi and i haven't accessed the physical
library.
We are not given access to college library
Still not provided with the access
No access to college Library has been provided so far

In case, you don’t, kindly provide the reason in up to 100 words:2 responses
The NSS isn't active, hardly two sessions are conducted in a month or two
These platforms are good but everything is too much restricted to social media world and virtual
seminars which I can't connect to. We are missing on practical aspect for too long now. It's hard
to convince ourselves to give them priority.

Additional comments, if any (under the word limit of 250 words) 2 responses

-
I don't know why this form was to be filled. But if it was to understand what's happening in our
online college, I am grateful someone cared. But honestly it doesn't matter much now, we have
already missed our half college life in the anticipation of a wave that never came. Teachers are
real nice but its hard to connect. I can't make that connections with our teachers we had back in
schools.


